
75-693 Paai Place
Kailua Kona, Hi 96740
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$1,695,000 4 Bedrooms | 4 Bathrooms | 3,277 Sqft

Welcome to Hale 'O Ka Mokupuni (House of the Island). Vintage Hawaii meets modern flair with all the bells and
whistles for fine tropical living. Stunning Kailua Bay and ocean views with a large beautiful pool. Available furnished
with pre-paid lease photovoltaic. Surrounded by beautiful rock walls for those seeking the utmost privacy. Enter
your paradise of awe-inspiring Kailua Bay and blue ocean views in all directions! A wonderful and charming
plantation type beauty of pure tropical elegance with the finest of finishes. A delightful estate residence in a cul-de-
sac location and stunningly gated, for your own private Hawaii resort feel! This sprawling island estate of 4
bedrooms and 4.5 bathrooms, can be used as a primary residence, a vacation home, and/or as a multi-family estate
with 3 individual living areas if you prefer. Endless ways to use this tropical paradise for your own individual tastes.
Discover your own fitness center, equipped with the latest state of the art exercise equipment ready for your use,
before plunging into the big beautiful black bottom pool with a basalt edge. The outdoor pool cabana and newer
flagstone decking is pure enjoyment while serving your friends and family beverages or perhaps some pupu s! Fruit
trees? Oh yes! An assortment of wonder citrus and avocado to pick at your leisure! At an ideal elevation of approx.
800 this wonderful estate has tropical gardens in every direction while enjoying the amazing views! Extensively
remodeled in 2015, 2016 and again in 2020 with more improvements, including complete house painting, enclosure
of the downstairs living area and fitness center, new flooring for all downstairs locations, improvements to the
cabana off the pool and updated landscape throughout. The updated upstairs gourmet kitchen has Viking
Appliances (gas stove and convection oven), a huge Carrera Marble Island - great for entertaining and vaulted
exposed beam ceilings. Upstairs has all newer tile flooring throughout and two master suites with remodeled
bathrooms and the one master has a new 4'x4' skylight. The expansive upstairs living area leads out to an enormous
lanai area for that indoor outdoor tropical living with incredible views! There are 3 zoned Air Conditioning Units and
12 upgraded ceiling fans. Tropical landscaping with irrigation throughout, a private outdoor rock garden shower, two
waterfall features as you stroll to several lanai locations, and a viewing platform made of composite decking for
even more fun and enjoyment! Upstairs has two master suites, downstairs is a bedroom and living area with its own
bathroom, and an opening of a door flows into the Fitness center, fully contained. Step outside and walk a short
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